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Introduction

Hands-on structure and learning objectives

In this session we will learn how to use R to:
I

set up a survey strategy

I

extract a probability sample

I

explore the survey dataset

I

produce estimates and graphical representations.

A quick-and-dirty introduction to the R environment is also provided.

A few words on R
R is an excellent programming environment for statistical computing
and graphics. Some key properties are:
I

open-source & multi-platform

I

object-oriented → efficient handling of complex structures

I

powerful interface to integrate other programming languages

I

huge, active, and constantly evolving user-based community

I

amazing graphical capabilities.

R can be downloaded from the website of The Comprehensive R
Archive Network.

Getting started with R

Use an IDE!
When programming, many tools are needed: external text editors,
file managers, web browsers. . . To make as many as possible
available at once, a variety of IDEs (Integrated Development
Environments) have been created.
I personally suggest considering using RStudio. It improves the
default R console in many ways, such as:
I
I
I

a powerful text editor with syntax highlighting, brackets
matching, hotkeys
a workspace browser, a data viewer, and the commands history
a file manager, a package manager, a plot tab, and an
integrated help tab.

All of this is wrapped in a compact and intuitive fashion in just one
screen (further customizable). RStudio can be downloaded here.

RStudio

Help functions
R provides a wealth of functions, datasets and packages. Some
commands that might come in handy are:
I
I
I

help(): what’s function xxx for? enter help(xxx) or ?xxx in
the command console
help.search(): equivalently, ??, searches the help for all
documentation matching a given character string
data(): lists all the datasets available at the moment

If you are having problems with R (and you will): Google,
Stackoverflow.com, R project mailing lists.
A more detailed introduction to R can be found in my CompStat
course notes on ResearchGate (slightly outdated!).

Handling Packages

The basic installation comes with a handful of essential packages.
More advanced/specific ones can be downloaded (currently ~12000).
Some useful commands:
I
I
I

install.packages(): allows to install new packages,
install.packages(’nameofthepackage’)
library(): load a package for use in the current R session,
library(nameofthepackage)
require(): same as library(), but intended for use within
functions

RStudio also offers a point-and-click option to handle packages.

Objects and indexing
Everything in R is an object. An object is assigned a value with the
assignment operator <- and has a class() attribute. Entering the
name of the object prints its content.
> x <- matrix(c(1,2,3,4),2,2)
> class(x)
## [1] "matrix"
> x
##
[,1] [,2]
## [1,]
1
3
## [2,]
2
4
> y <- c(5,'Hello!')
> class(y)
## [1] "character"
> y
## [1] "5"
"Hello!"

Objects and indexing
Objects can be very complex. The str() command returns the
structure of an object.
> z <- list(a=c(1,2,3),b=matrix(c(1,2,3,4),2,2))
> str(z)
## List of 2
## $ a: num [1:3] 1 2 3
## $ b: num [1:2, 1:2] 1 2 3 4
$ extract parts of objects, [, ,...,]subsets arrays.
> z$b
##
[,1] [,2]
## [1,]
1
3
## [2,]
2
4
> z$b[1,]
## [1] 1 3

Working space, directories, I/O

Objects live in the Global Environment, a workspace that can be
browsed, modified, and saved for future use. Useful related
commands include:
I
I
I
I
I

ls(): lists the contents of the workspace
rm(): remove an object (useful rm(list=ls()))
getwd(), setwd(): get and set the working directory
list.files(): list files in the working dir
save.image(): save current workspace to a .Rdata file.

RStudio provides point-and-click alternatives to all these commands.

Working space, directories, I/O
Some useful functions to read and write text data files:
I
I

scan(), read.table(), read.csv()
write(), write.table(), sink()

For other data formats (Excel, Minitab, SAS, SPSS, . . . ), specific
packages: e.g., foreign and readr. Again, point-and-click options
available in RStudio.
Other useful output functions include
I
I
I

print(), cat(), paste()
plot(), points(), lines(), abline()
jpg(), pdf(), png(), postscript().

Remember to dev.off() if you output an image/pdf file.

Control structures, loops and miscellanea
When translating an algorithm into code, extensive use of control
operators is made. Examples include
I
I
I
I
I

logic statements: !, &, |, . . .
simple loops: for(<index> in <vector>) <statement>
if(<condition>) <statement1> else <statement2>
ifelse(<condition>, <statement1>, <statement2>)
while(<condition) <statement>

Other useful commands include
I
I

system.time(): CPU time to execute the argument
source(): executes an .R script provided as argument.

Basic statistical functions
Originally created by statisticians, R encompasses all sort of
statistical routines. Some examples include:
I
I
I
I
I
I

summary(), quantile()
mean(), colMeans(), rowMeans()
var(), sd(), cov(), cor()
dDISTR(), pDISTR(), qDISTR(), rDISTR()
lm(), glm(), anova(), prcomp(), factanal()
t.test(), var.test(), ks.test(), wilcox.test().

If the function you seek is not in the base distribution of R, just
install the relevant package and load it.

Statistical plots
Besides the generic plot() function, there are many tools to
produce specific plots. Examples include
I
I
I
I
I
I

hist(): histogram
boxplot(): box and whiskers plot
density(): kernel density, argument for plot()
acf(): autocorrelation function
pairs(): pairwise scatterplots
image(), contour(): heatmaps and contour plots.

Go take a look at The R Graph Gallery for plenty of examples of the
graphical capabilities of R. Finally, consider checking the ggplot2
package, that ports the Grammar of Graphics in R.

User defined functions
Writing a function in R is not particularly difficult, and might
sometimes be very useful, especially to help with repetitive tasks.
MyFunction <- function(arg1, arg2, ...) {
expression
...
expression
value
}
We won’t delve into this topic. For those interested, take a look at
my CompStat notes (or at the gargantuan amount of internet
material on the subject!).

The random seed
In probability sampling, units are drawn via a randomized procedure.
To emulate the randomness of the selection, deterministic
algorithms known as pseudo-random numbers generators
(PRNG) have been developed.
Given a starting point, a PRNG returns a sequence of numbers that
is indistinguishable from a truly random sequence.
The set.seed() function gives control over the starting point.
> set.seed(42)
> rnorm(3)
## [1] 1.3709584 -0.5646982
> rnorm(1)
## [1] 0.6328626
> set.seed(42)
> rnorm(4)
## [1] 1.3709584 -0.5646982

0.3631284

0.3631284

0.6328626

Survey sampling in R

Cran Task View: Official Statistics & Survey
Methodology
A comprehensive list of packages specifically developed for various
aspects of survey sampling can be found here.

Simple operations
For our sakes, a sample is a vector indicating the selected
population units. As such, it can take on many equivalent forms.
Consider the sample composed by the first, second, and sixth units
of the population U = (500, 212, 322, 111, 576, 678)0 . Define
>
>
>
>

U <- c(500,212,322,111,576,678)
s1 <- c(TRUE,TRUE,FALSE,FALSE,FALSE,TRUE)
s2 <- c(1,1,0,0,0,1)
s3 <- c(1,2,6)

s1,s2 and s3 are all equivalent ways to indicate the same sample.
> all.equal(U[s1],U[s2==1])
## [1] TRUE
> all.equal(U[s1],U[s3])
## [1] TRUE

The sampling and the survey packages
We will be using self-defined routines, the sampling package, and
the survey package, which you will need to install and load using
the following commands:
install.packages(c('sampling','survey'))
library(sampling)
library(survey)
This packages encompass functions for dealing with the most
common sampling designs:
I
I
I
I

computation of inclusion probabilities
sample extraction
estimation of population quantities
estimation of estimators’ variance.

Some interesting datasets to exercise with are also provided.

Dataset for the examples
We will be using the swissmunicipalities dataset in the
sampling package to explore routines to extract sample and
analyze survey data.
I have saved you some time by manipulating it to suit our needs.
Download the ’examples.Rdata’ file from here, copy it into your
working directory and load it.
> load('examples.Rdata')
The dataset we will be using is contained in the dataframe U. Also,
we will need two more packages to produce nice plots.
> install.packages(c('sp','RColorBrewer'))
> library(sp)
> library(RColorBrewer)

Dataset for the examples
Here’s a glimpse at some of the variables in the dataset U:
ctName
Vaud
Vaud
Neuchâtel
Graubünden
Lucerne
Fribourg
Bern
Solothurn
Solothurn
Bern

REG
1
1
2
5
6
2
2
2
2
2

Nom
Arnex-sur-Orbe
La Rippe
Boudry
Riein
Schotz
Oberschrot
Rothenbach im Emmental
Rodersdorf
Trimbach
Matten bei Interlaken

HApoly

POPTOT

762
1661
1677
1588
1089
535
3679
534
762
592

530
1010
5311
71
3065
1006
1262
1279
6173
3671

Simple random sampling
A SRS without replacement can be obtained with the srswor()
function in the sampling package.
> set.seed(122131)
> swor <- srswor(n,N)
> s <- U[swor==1,]
> srs <- svydesign(id=~1,data=s,fpc=~rep(N,n))
>
> summary(srs)
## Independent Sampling design
## svydesign(id = ~1, data = s, fpc = ~rep(N, n))
## Probabilities:
##
Min. 1st Qu. Median
Mean 3rd Qu.
Max.
## 0.2003 0.2003 0.2003 0.2003 0.2003 0.2003
## Population size (PSUs): 2896
## Data variables:
## [1] "ctName" "REG"
"Nom"
"HApoly" "STR"

"ssize"

Stratified sampling
A stratified sample can be obtained using the strata() function in
the sampling package. Strata are defined by municipality areas,
recoded in five classes in U$STR, and
>
>
+
+
>
>
>
+

nstrat <- ceiling(n/N*table(U$STR))
ss <- sampling::strata(U,stratanames="STR",
size=nstrat,
method="srswor")
ds <- getdata(U,ss)
strat <- svydesign(id=~1,strata=~Stratum,
data=ds,fpc=~ssize)

Cluster sampling
A cluster sample can be obtained using the cluster() function in
the sampling package. Consider the clusters to be the regions,
contained in the variable U$REG, the PSU sample size is 3.
> cs <- sampling::cluster(U,clustername="REG",
+
size=3,method="srswor")
>
> cd <- getdata(U,cs)
>
> clust <- svydesign(id=~REG,
+
probs=~Prob,
+
data=cd)

Estimation
The survey package econompasses estimators for the most
commonly encountered population parameters.
> srs.total <- svymean(~POPTOT,srs)
> srs.total
##
mean
SE
## POPTOT 2631.5 357.94
> confint(srs.total)
##
2.5 %
97.5 %
## POPTOT 1929.952 3333.041
>
> svymean(~POPTOT,strat)
##
mean
SE
## POPTOT 2793.4 551.31

Estimation - quantiles
The svyquantile() function in the survey package estimates
quantiles by inversion of the estimated distribution function.
> svyquantile(~POPTOT,clust,
+
quantiles=c(.25,.5,.75),
+
ci=TRUE)
## $quantiles
##
0.25 0.5
0.75
## POPTOT 319.75 865 2490.25
##
## $CIs
## , , POPTOT
##
##
0.25
0.5
0.75
## (lower 178.0000 401.7315 1301.685
## upper) 482.0214 1805.8794 5553.087

Estimation - subgroups

The svyby() function in the survey package provides estimates on
subsets of the survey data.
> svyby(~POPTOT,~STR,strat,svytotal,vartype='ci')
##
STR
POPTOT
ci_l
ci_u
## 1
1 179499.4 144760.9 214238.0
## 2
2 274742.1 171342.1 378142.1
## 3
3 1834704.7 1433177.7 2236231.7
## 4
4 1568426.6 1305565.2 1831288.1
## 5
5 4232172.7 1141848.1 7322497.3

Mapping
Say we wish to plot the canton-level estimates of the population
total, using SRS
>
+
>
>
>
+
+
>
>
+

ct.total <- data.frame(svyby(~POPTOT,~ctName,
srs,svytotal))
ct.total <- ct.total[c(1:23,25,24),]
switz@data <- merge(switz@data,ct.total,
by.x='NAME_1',by.y='ctName',
sort=FALSE)
ct.col <- brewer.pal(6,
'Reds')[cut(unlist(ct.total[,2]),6)]

Mapping
> plot(switz,col=ct.col,border='gray',
+
main='Canton-level population total estimates')
Canton−level population total estimates

Assignments

The dataset

The datasets we will be using come from Kaggle, and pertain health
indicators from a large health survey in 9 states in northern India.
You can find detailed descriptions here and here. The data is
released under Govt. Open Data License - India.
The surveyed states account for about 48% of the total population,
59% of births, 70% infant deaths, 75% of Under 5 Deaths and 62%
of Maternal Deaths in the country. They are the high focus states in
view of their relatively higher fertility and mortality.
In order for them to suit our needs, I manipulated the datasets a bit.
You can download the workspace containing everything you need
here: copy it in your working directory and let’s begin!

1. Exploring the data
Let’s begin with a bit of descriptives, tables, and plots.
I

Describe the datasets rajasthan, rj_survey, and
rj_mortality

I

construct a table reporting the rural, urban, and total
population distribution per district

I

produce a plot that compares the distribution of literacy rate
by gender and setting (total vs urban vs rural)

I

map the average household size, by district, in Rajasthan

I

bonus: map the crude death rate per district.

2. Women awareness
We want to investigate the level of awareness of women with respect
to the threat posed by some of the most important causes of disease
in India. Columns 23 to 25 in the rj_survey dataset contain the
survey variable for all districts by setting (total-rural-urban).
I

determine the sample size that allows a precision level d = 0.05
in estimating the proportion of women that are aware of the
risks of HIV/AIDS with an SRS

I

extract the sample

I

for each setting, estimate the median national level of female
awareness and provide a 90% confidence interval

I

bonus: fit a model to predict awareness for non-sampled
districts, using female literacy rates and total dependency ratio
as covariates

3. Disability prevalence
We wish to explore the prevalence (per 100000 units) of disability
(any cause). Columns 14 to 22 contain the survey variables at the
district level.
I

Discuss the design choice: what would you think would be
appropriate and why?

I

extract the sample using cluster sampling

I

estimate the national prevalence for males and females, and the
total rural prevalence; provide 95% confidence intervals

I

bonus: predict the total rural disability prevalence for
non-sampled districts, using the information on district
population and dependency ratio as covariates.

4. Death associated with pregnancy
Using the rj_mortality dataset, we wish to study the age at
death for individuals older than 1 year.
I

create a variable that takes on value 1 if the religion of the
deceased was Hindu, 2 if it was another belief, 3 if no religion
was reported

I

extract the sample using a stratified sampling with proportional
allocation, where strata are defined by the variable previously
defined

I

estimate strata-specific and general population quartiles, with
95% confidence intervals

I

bonus using the sample information, estimate the
strata-specific variances and obtain the Neyman-Tschuprow
allocation for a new sampling effort of size n = 600 and the
same strata

